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About This Game

Dinosis Survival is a third person shooter with dinosaurs based on a mysterious story.

As a player, we control a man named Tom Burt. He woke up in the jungle full of dinosaurs after his plane crashed. Is he the
only one that survived the crash? What is this place?

The most important gameplay elements are hunting and sneaking. Dinosaurs can see you, can smell you, can attack you or run
away when hurt. You will find many weapons, puzzles, and clues.

Hunger is a very important issue in the game. You can hunt or grab some dinosaur’s eggs to eat and restore energy. To cook
dinosaur meat, you must make a fire camp in safe place.

This is an Indie production made by one single person, but it has been polished and designed with care.
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Title: Dinosis Survival
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Corpix Games
Publisher:
Corpix Games
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, 64-bit Windows 8 (8.1) or 64-bit Windows 10

Processor: Intel CPU Core i5-2500K 3.3GHz / AMD CPU Phenom II X4 940

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GPU GeForce GTX 660 / AMD GPU Radeon HD 7870

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,German,Russian,Swedish
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What happened here? I hate to rip on an indy game, but this feels like a premature alpha release. Its so glitchy, its almost
unplayable. Its not really "survival", just because you can cut meat out of the dinos you kill. Its not open-world. Its linear. The
animation is painfully amateur. You will die if you fall more than 3 feet (seriously). It doesnt seem that the food and health
meters operate the way they are supposed to. All my equipment disappears whenever I camp and save the game (making the
game nearly unplayable for that reason alone). There IS no inventory screen (weird), so no way to swap weapons or store reserve
items\/resources. There is NO option screen for setting preferences in game (what the HECK?) And this is only my impression
after the first hour of playing! I love dinosaurs, so I will press on (if possible), but Im not expecting the review to get any less
brutal. Sorry.. TRASH - Buggy , No missions, repetitvie, etc..

The only good thing about this is that it's only $.99 , although still a waste of money.

TRASH. I have to say this game is okay. I am not impressed by how the dinosaurs look. The story isn't that great. I have to say I
was quite disappointed with this. The dinosaurs don't fight each other, they just go after YOU! That makes no sense. And the
story just seems weird. It said they cloned dinosaurs for food? That makes no sense. Lets just bring back a amazing species and
EAT IT. That just seems wrong. And the most disturbing thing about this game is that you can take down a t rex super easily. It
is way too easy! I just mow down a t rex in a couple of shots. I wish it was a sandbox and that it did not have a story because the
story seems messed up and just weird. I do not recommend this game if you really like dinosaurs and survival.
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